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HIGH ORDER GEOMETRIC METHODS WITH SPLINES:

AN ANALYSIS OF DISCRETE HODGE–STAR OPERATORS˚

BERNARD KAPIDANI:
AND RAFAEL VÁZQUEZ: ;

Abstract. A new kind of spline geometric method approach is presented. Its main ingredient is
the use of well established spline spaces forming a discrete de Rham complex to construct a primal
sequence tXk

h
un
k“0

, starting from splines of degree p, and a dual sequence t rXk
h

un
k“0

, starting from
splines of degree p ´ 1. By imposing homogeneous boundary conditions to the spaces of the primal
sequence, the two sequences can be isomorphically mapped into one another. Within this setup,
many familiar second order partial differential equations can be finally accommodated by explic-
itly constructing appropriate discrete versions of constitutive relations, called Hodge–star operators.
Several alternatives based on both global and local projection operators between spline spaces will be
proposed. The appeal of the approach with respect to similar published methods is twofold: firstly,
it exhibits high order convergence. Secondly, it does not rely on the geometric realization of any
(topologically) dual mesh. Several numerical examples in various space dimensions will be employed
to validate the central ideas of the proposed approach and compare its features with the standard
Galerkin approach in Isogeometric Analysis.

Key words. Spline complex, Hodge–star, de Rham complex, Geometric method, isogeometric
analysis
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1. Introduction. The expressive power of the language of exterior calculus and
differential forms has long been recognized among physicists [25]. Its use allows for
the neat distinction between topological and metric properties. Conservation laws in
dynamical systems are for example succintly written using exterior derivatives, wedge
products and Hodge–star operators. The former two are used to express system in-
variants (e.g. energy), elegantly written as duality pairings of differential forms whose
order adds up to the dimension of the ambient space. The latter object encodes met-
ric information of the domain, expressed either under the form of phenomenological
constitutive equations or of the metric tensor when the physical problem is set on a
manifold domain. In the field of numerical analysis, these tools have been particularly
successful in the case of electromagnetics, where the symmetry and invariance prop-
erties of Maxwell’s equations are directly embedded in the classical de Rham complex
of differential forms. In this respect, the work of Bossavit [5, 6] and Tonti [46] has
been pivotal in making the computational science community aware of the possible
benefits of using differential forms, while the seminal works by Hiptmair [29, 30] gave
a solid foundation for their numerical analysis.

One of the main issues in developing methods based on discrete differential forms
is the definition of a discrete version of the Hodge–star operators [29], and depending
on how these discrete operators are defined, we can separate these methods into two
broad families:
i) Galerkin–Hodge approaches, in which the discrete Hodge–star weakly satisfies

the same equation as its continuous counterpart, when tested against locally
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2 B. KAPIDANI AND R. VÁZQUEZ

supported polynomials approximations of the involved differential forms.
ii) Geometric Hodge approaches, in which the discrete Hodge–star operator is de-

fined from the primal to the dual sequence (and vice versa) by exploiting the
geometric relationships between two meshes of the same physical domain.
Among the many works that fall into the realm of Galerkin methods we would

like to emphasize the ones of Bossavit and Kettunen [45, 7], who gave the first inter-
pretation of the discrete Hodge–star operator in finite elements, the review paper by
Hiptmair [30], and more recently the introduction of the fruitful field of finite element
exterior calculus by Arnold, Falk and Winther [2, 3].

On the more applied side, there has been has been plenty of effort dedicated to the
development of numerical methods in the second family. Methods based on discrete
exterior calculus [20, 32, 31], which explicitly construct a second dual mesh by taking
centroids of elements of the first mesh and connecting them with edges [31, 40], are
very popular. Methods based on the integral formulation of Maxwell’s equations such
as the finite integration technique (FIT) [14, 15], or the cell method [46, 41, 17, 16]
also fall into this second family. In general, for the differential form approximations,
one proceeds by attaching discrete degrees of freedom to geometric entities of the mesh
(vertices, edges, faces and volumes), and by repeatedly using an adapted version of
the generalized Stokes theorem, which amounts to building incidence matrices for
the geometric entities. If circumcentric dual meshes are used, discrete Hodge–star
operators become diagonal matrices relating the geometric entities from the primal
and the dual mesh, leading to very fast methods, even though in general the error
decreases at most linearly upon mesh refinement.

The two families are not entirely disjoint, since the explicit construction of a dual
mesh has been also considered in the finite element setting. In particular, to build a
dual de Rham complex with stable pairing in two dimensions, one needs to work on
a dual grid obtained by barycentric refinement [8], mainly used as a preconditioner
to speed up boundary element formulations [1] or as a Lagrange multiplier for mesh
coupling [42]. In addition to being currently limited to two-dimensional manifolds,
the construction does not lend itself to higher orders of approximation. One of the
present authors has recently introduced an extension of the cell method for the two di-
mensional Maxwell initial value problem, achieving arbitrary order of convergence and
block diagonal mass matrices [35], but since the approach is based on non-conforming
spaces [36], sequence properties are not trivially preserved, and differential operators
are not clearly related to the topology of an underlying mesh. In any case, the explicit
geometric construction of a topological dual mesh can be a cumbersome procedure
which adds one layer of complexity to the algorithm and usually introduces more
unknowns.

Isogeometric discrete differential forms were recently introduced to extend finite
element exterior calculus to the emerging framework of Isogeometric Analysis (IGA).
A discrete de Rham complex was first constructed and analyzed for tensor-product
B-splines [12, 11], though generalizations based on analysis-suitable T-splines [13],
locally refined B-splines [34] and hierarchical B-splines [24] have also been proposed
aiming at local refinement. These spaces have been applied in the Galerkin frame-
work for the discretization of Maxwell’s equations [44, 19] also in the context of plasma
physics [38], and for the development of pointwise divergence free methods for incom-
pressible fluid flow [10, 21, 22, 23, 47]. While most of the previous works were based
on vector fields, the first attempts to fully exploit the framework of differential forms
for B-splines were made in [44, 4] and [28], with discrete Hodge–star operators fitting
the Galerkin–Hodge approach. Recently, Gerritsma and co-authors have introduced
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a new approach in [33, 26], in which the primal space is used as its dual, and the
discretization of the Hodge–star operator is replaced by the discretization of the cod-
ifferential, which is defined as the composition of the exterior derivative with two
Hodge–star operators, on its left and its right.

In this work we introduce a new method based on isogeometric differential forms
which falls into the second family presented above, in the sense that it is based on the
explicit construction of a dual spline complex. In contrast to the above mentioned
methods of the same family, a dual grid is not explicitly built, and the dual complex is
simply defined by a change in polynomial degree, with the same construction used in
[9, 37] for stable mortar coupling between non-conforming meshes. Thanks to the high
continuity of splines, the exterior derivative is rigorously defined in both sequences,
and given by incidence matrices of a Cartesian grid [44, 13], and the dimension of
pairing spaces from the two sequences is always equal. The complete definition of the
method requires, apart from the dual complex, a set of discrete Hodge–star operators,
and we will analyze the properties of three different ones: the first two are a direct
adaption of [29] to our setting, while the third one is a local projector belonging
to the family of quasi-interpolants defined by Lee, Lyche and Mørken in [39]. We
will prove that, when applied to elliptic problems, the method attains high order of
convergence with any of the three operators, although one order of convergence is lost
with respect to a Galerkin method based on the primal complex. We also present
numerical evidence showing that when applied to Maxwell eigenvalue problem, the
method is devoid of spurious solutions.

An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the mathematical
notation and define the de Rham complex of differential forms. In Section 3 we
present the B-spline complex of isogeometric discrete differential forms and discuss
some of its properties. We introduce in Section 4 the dual spline complex by applying
a change of the degree, and define the three different discrete Hodge–star operators
that we will study. In Section 5 we provide some error estimates for the application
of the resulting numerical approach to an elliptic model problem. In Section 6 we
numerically validate convergence and high order approximation properties. Finally,
in Section 7 we summarise the main features of the present contribution and discuss
future efforts in improving the new method.

2. Differential forms. In the following we will give a brief recap of concepts
related to differential forms and exterior calculus. The covered material is by no means
original and thorough treatment of the topic can be found in [3, 29] and references
therein.

2.1. Alternating forms. Let us denote with AltkRn, for 0 ď k ď n, the space
of alternating k–forms, linear maps ω :

Śk

i“1
R

n ÞÑ R that assign to each k–tuple
of vectors a real number, and that are linear in each argument and reverse sign for
any odd permutation of the arguments. The dimension of the space of alternating
k–forms in n–dimensional Euclidean space is given by

dimpAltkRnq “

ˆ
n

k

˙
“

ˆ
n

n ´ k

˙
,

from which we can consistently set Alt0Rn :“ R. Accordingly, we recognize that
dim

`
Alt1Rn

˘
“ dim pRnq and introduce 1–forms through the linear map dxα : Rn Ñ

R which maps a vector to its αth coordinate. One constructs higher order alternating
forms using 1–forms as the basic building block. To do so, the exterior (or wedge)
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product must be introduced. This is an associative operator ^ : AltkRn ˆ AltlRn ÞÑ
Altk`l

R
n. For two 1–forms, it holds

(2.1) dxαi
^ dxαj

“ ´dxαj
^ dxαi

,

where 1 ď i, j ď n, with the obvious implication dxαi
^dxαi

“ 0. In general the wedge
product between alternating forms of higher degree is built upon the one between 1–
forms, and takes the form

wk “
ÿ

αPIk

cα dxα1
^ dxα2

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxαk
,

where wk P AltkRn, cα P R and α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αkq P Ik, the set of ordered multi-
indices

Ik “ tα “ pα1, α2, . . . , αkq : 1 ď α1 ă α2 ă . . . ă αk ď nu .

In plain words, the object dxα1
^ dxα2

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxαk
, often called a decomposable

k–form, is an element in the basis of the space of alternating k–forms. Here it is
assumed that α1 ă α2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă αk, but the assumption is by no means necessary, and
in fact it suffices to require

dxα1
^ dxα2

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxαk
“ sgnpσqdxσpα1q ^ dxσpα2q ^ . . .^ dxσpαkq,

where σ : tα1, α2, . . . , αku Ñ tα1, α2, . . . , αku is an arbitrary permutation of the set
tα1, α2, . . . , αku and sgnpσq is its sign (+1 if there is an even number of pairs αi ă αj

such that σpαiq ą σpαjq and -1 otherwise). This generalizes (2.1) to higher dimensions
and implies

dxα1
^ dxα2

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxαk
“ 0, if αi “ αj for some i ‰ j,

as required by the alternating property. The space AltkRn for k ą n is empty, while
the space of alternating n–forms is entirely generated by the volume form

dV :“ dx1 ^ dx2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxn.

2.2. Differential forms, de Rham diagrams and the Hodge–star oper-

ator. Alternating forms are the building block of more general objects, namely the
linear combination of alternating forms with more general functions (supported on
a bounded subset of R

n) as coefficients, called differential forms. Let D Ă R
n a

given open domain, that for simplicity we will assume to be contractible, and define a
differential 0–form as a function ω0: D ÞÑ R “ Alt0Rn. Generally, for k ě 1, a differ-
ential k–form will be a function ωk: D ÞÑ AltkRn, which can be written as the linear
combination, with differential 0–forms as coefficients, of decomposable alternating
k–forms:

ωk “
ÿ

αPIk

ωαdxα1
^ dxα2

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxαk
,

where ωα : D Ñ R is a differential 0–form, and again α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αkq is a
multi-index. We denote the space of smooth differential k–forms with ΛkpDq.
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Accordingly, the notion of wedge product between a differential k–form and a
differential l–form easily follows from the one involving alternating forms:

ωk ^ ηl :“
ÿ

αPIk

ÿ

βPIl

ωαηβ dxα1
^ . . . ^ dxαk

^ dxβ1
^ . . .^ dxβl

,

and the result is a differential pk`lq–form. The introduction of functions as coefficients
opens up the possibility of performing so-called exterior calculus on forms in addition
to exterior algebra. For example, assuming some 0–form ω0 to be smooth enough
allows us to introduce its exterior derivative, defined as

d0ω0 :“ dω0 “
nÿ

α“1

Bω0

Bxα
dxα.

The above definition sheds light on a further connection between differential 0–
forms and 1–forms since Bω0{Bxα is also a differential 0–form, therefore implying
dω0 P Λ1pDq. In general, making use of the exterior algebra machinery previously
introduced, the exterior derivative operator for a differential k–form is then defined
as the pk ` 1q–form

dkωk “
ÿ

αPIk

d0ω0

α ^ dxα1
^ dxα2

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxαk
,

where d0ω0
α is the exterior derivative of the differential 0–form ω0

α. From here onwards
we will simply denote the exterior derivative by d and when there is no confusion on
the order of the differential form. An important property of the exterior derivative is
that d ˝ dω “ 0 for any differential k–form ω.

In general, considering smooth functions is too restrictive, since we are interested
in weak solutions of partial differential equations. Nevertheless, starting from the
space of smooth differential k–forms ΛkpDq, and similarly to what happens within
more classic functional analytic approaches, we shall define the weighted L2-inner
product

`
ωk, ηk

˘
L2

γΛ
kpDq

:“
ÿ

αPIk

ż

D

ω0

α γ η
0

αdxα1
^ dxα2

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxαn
,

where we have added as a weight the parameter γ P L8pDq. This is in general a
Riemannian metric tensor, but for the sake of clarity in the presentation we settle
for a positive and uniformly bounded scalar valued parameter. When γ is equal to
one, the inner product reduces to the standard L2-inner product, and we denote it by
p¨, ¨qL2ΛkpDq. By taking the completion of ΛkpDq with respect to this inner product

we construct the Hilbert space denoted by L2ΛkpDq.
Now, let us define

HΛkpDq “
 
ω P L2ΛkpDq : dkω P L2Λk`1pDq

(
,

which is also a Hilbert space equipped with the inner-product

pω, ηqHΛkpDq “ pω, ηqL2ΛkpDq `
`
dkω, dkη

˘
L2Λk`1pDq

.

Similarly, we denote by HsΛkpΩq the space of differential forms such that all its
coefficients ωα belong to HspΩq [2].
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With the above notation established, recalling the vanishing property of any com-
position between two exterior derivatives, a de Rham complex of differential forms
can be constructed:

(2.2) HΛ0pDq
d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ HΛ1pDq
d1

ÝÝÝÝÑ HΛ2pDq
d2

ÝÝÝÝÑ . . .
dn´1

ÝÝÝÝÑ HΛnpDq,

where, for the last space in the sequence to be well defined, it is understood that the
exterior derivative of an n–form identically vanishes. We refer to the above as the L2

de Rham complex of differential forms. Furthermore, we will also need to define de
Rham complexes of differential forms subject to homogeneous or vanishing boundary
conditions. Such complexes are built from spaces of differential k–forms with compact
support in exactly the same manner as in (2.2). We distinguish them by using the
zero subscript and they build the sequence

(2.3) H0Λ
0pDq

d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ H0Λ
1pDq

d1

ÝÝÝÝÑ H0Λ
2pDq

d2

ÝÝÝÝÑ . . .
dn´1

ÝÝÝÝÑ H0Λ
npDq,

for which a fundamental result is given by the integration by parts formula

(2.4)

ż

D

dω ^ η “ p´1qk
ż

D

ω ^ dη, for ω P H0Λ
k´1pDq, η P HΛn´kpDq,

for 0 ă k ď n. In the more general case of non-vanishing boundary conditions, an
integral computed on BD must be added to the right hand-side. We remark that
the assumption on the domain D being contractible makes the de Rham complexes
introduced in (2.2) and (2.3) exact, i.e. Impdkq “ Kerpdk`1q, where we omit for the
sake of brevity the obvious spaces and operators which start and end the sequences
from and onto the trivial space.

The Hodge–star operator ‹k
γ : L2ΛkpDq Ñ L2Λn´kpDq is a linear operator from

k–forms into twisted pn ´ kq–forms, which is defined by

(2.5)
`
ηk, ωk

˘
L2

γΛ
kpDq

“

ż

D

ηk ^ ‹k
γpωkq, @ηk P L2ΛkpDq,

where we note that the Hodge–star operator acquires a subscript related to the ma-
terial parameter. For continuous k–forms the Hodge–star operator is invertible, with
‹k
γ ˝ ‹n´k

1{γ “ p´1qkpn´kq [29]. This important property implies that

(2.6) pηn´k, ‹k
γpωkqqL2

1{γ
Λn´kpΩq “ p´1qkpn´kq

ż

Ω

ηn´k ^ ωk, @ηn´k P L2Λn´kpΩq.

The fundamental equivalence of the Hodge–star operator with an L2-inner product
will be a guiding principle for the explicit construction of their discrete approximation.

2.3. Parametric domain, physical domain, and pullback operators. As
customary in IGA, we will make extensive use of the open set pΩ “ p0, 1qn, which
we refer to as the parametric domain, where we will first define discrete spaces of
differential forms and only afterwards these will be mapped to a physical domain
Ω Ă R

n using a parametric mapping F : pΩ Ñ Ω. For the sake of readability we will
then define the notation

pXk :“ HΛkppΩq, Xk :“ HΛkpΩq,

where we again add the 0 subscript to denote subspaces with vanishing boundary
conditions. We thus relate differential k–forms in the parametric domain to differential
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k–forms in the physical domain using a set of pullback operators ιk : Xk Ñ pXk.
The pullback operator for differential 0–forms takes the form ι0pωq “ ω ˝ F for all
ω P X0, while the pullback operator for differential n–forms takes the form ιnpωq “
detpDFq pω ˝ Fq for all ω P Xn where DF is the Jacobian matrix of the mapping F.
An important property of pullbacks is that they commute with the exterior derivative.

2.4. Model problem. We will focus our analysis on the elliptic problem of
finding a k–form ω P H0Λ

kpΩq such that, for a given right-hand side f P L2Λk, within
the notation introduced above

(2.7) p´1qk`1dn´k´1 ‹k`1

γ pdkωq ` ‹k
βω “ ‹kf,

holds. Although further regularity is needed for the correct definition of the second
exterior derivative, for simplicity we keep the same regularity required for the varia-
tional formulation of the problem analyzed in Section 5. In the numerical results, we
will also study the eigenvalue problem of finding ω P H0Λ

kpΩq and τ P R such that

(2.8) p´1qk`1dn´k´1 ‹k`1

γ pdkωq “ τ ‹k
β ω.

We are particularly interested in Maxwell eigenvalue problem, which means that k “
1, and the material properties are the magnetic reluctivity γ ” ν, and the electric
permittivity β ” ε.

3. The B-spline complex of discrete differential forms. In this section, we
recall the tensor-product B-spline complex of isogeometric discrete differential forms,
which we refer to henceforth as simply the B-spline complex [11]. This complex is built
using the tensor-product nature of multivariate B-splines as its name implies. To fix
notation, we first present univariate B-splines and multivariate B-splines, highlighting
some of their properties which come in handy for the present work, before introducing
the B-spline complex in both the parametric and physical domain. The notation is
based mainly on [24].

3.1. Univariate B-splines. Let p denote the polynomial degree of the univari-
ate B-splines, and let m denote the dimension of the space. To define the B-spline
basis functions, we first introduce a p-open knot vector Ξ “ tξ1, . . . , ξm`p`1u, where

0 “ ξ1 “ . . . “ ξp`1 ă ξp`2 ď . . . ď ξm ă ξm`1 “ . . . “ ξm`p`1 “ 1.

Using the well known Cox-de Boor formula, we can then define B-spline basis functions
tBi,pu

m

i“1
. We denote by SppΞq the space they span, which is the space of piecewise

polynomials of degree p, with the number of continuous derivatives at each knot ξi
given by p ´ ri, where ri is the multiplicity of the knot. We can actually define the
ith B-spline basis function Bi,p as the unique B-spline basis function defined from the
Cox-de Boor algorithm and the local knot vector tξi, . . . , ξi`p`1u. Its support is given
by the interval rξi, ξi`p`1s.

Assuming the multiplicity of each of the internal knots is less or equal to p

(i.e., the B-spline functions are at least continuous), the derivative of a B-spline
belonging to the space SppΞq belongs to the space Sp´1pΞ1q, where the new knot
vector Ξ1 “ tξ2, . . . , ξm`pu is defined from Ξ by removing the first and last re-
peated knots. Relatedly, we will also make use of the normalized basis functions
Di,p´1 “ p

ξi`p´ξi
Bi,p´1, known as the Curry-Schoenberg basis: it holds, for the de-

rivative of a B-spline, that

B1
i,ppζq “ Di,p´1pζq ´Di`1,p´1pζq
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for i “ 1, . . . ,m, where we use the convention D1,p´1pζq “ Dm`1,p´1pζq “ 0 for any
ζ P p0, 1q.

3.2. Multivariate tensor-product B-splines. Multivariate B-splines are con-
structed from a tensor-product of univariate B-splines. Namely, given a vector of
polynomial degrees p “ pp1, . . . , pnq and a set of open knot vectors Ξ “ tΞℓu

n

ℓ“1
, we

define the multivariate B-spline basis as

BppΞq :“ tBi,ppζq “ Bi1,p1
pζ1q . . . Bin,pn

pζnqu for ζ P p0, 1qn,

and the corresponding space they span as

SppΞq ” Sp1,...,pn
pΞ1, . . . ,Ξnq “ bn

ℓ“1Spℓ
pΞℓq “ spanpBppΞqq,

where we have introduced the shorthand SppΞq to ease notation. Considering the
knot vectors without repetitions we obtain a Cartesian mesh of the domain p0, 1qn.
We will denote the mesh size by h, and assume shape regularity of the mesh, which
implies local quasi-uniformity.

For the definition of the B-spline complex it will be needed to use tensor-products
of spaces with mixed degree, combining the standard univariate spaces with the spa-
ces of derivatives, in particular using the Curry-Schoenberg spline basis as done in
[44]. We follow the notation in [24] and introduce, for a given multi-index α “
pα1, α2, . . . , αkq, the space

SppΞ;αq “ bn
ℓ“1Spℓ

,

with the definition

Spℓ
” Spℓ

pΞ;αq “

"
Spℓ´1pΞ1

ℓq if ℓ “ αj for some j P t1, . . . , ku ,
Spℓ

pΞℓq otherwise.

A basis of this space will be chosen by suitable combinations of standard B-splines for
degree pℓ, and Curry-Schoenberg splines for degree pℓ ´ 1. More precisely, we define

BppΞ;αq :“ tβi,ppζq “ βi1,p1
pζ1q . . . βin,pn

pζnqu for ζ P p0, 1qn,

where

βiℓ,pℓ
” βiℓ,pℓ

pαq :“

"
Diℓ,pℓ´1 if ℓ “ αj for some j P t1, . . . , ku ,
Biℓ,pℓ

otherwise,

and it is immediate to see that SppΞ;αq “ spanpBppΞ;αqq.

3.3. The B-spline complex. We are now able to define the B-spline complex
of isogeometric discrete differential forms. We first define it in the parametric domain
before mapping it onto the physical domain. To begin, let us assume that we are
given a set of polynomial degrees tpℓu

n
ℓ“1

and open knot vectors tΞℓu
n
ℓ“1

, and let us
further assume that multiplicity of the internal knots of Ξℓ is never greater than pℓ
for ℓ “ 1, . . . , n, which implies that the functions in SppΞq are continuous. Then, we
define the tensor-product spline space of isogeometric discrete differential 0–forms as
pX0
h :“ SppΞq, and denote the corresponding basis by B0 :“ BppΞq. For k ą 0, we

define the basis of B-splines differential k–forms as

B
k “

ď

αPIk

tβi,pdxα1
^ . . .^ dxαk

: βi,p P BppΞ;αqu ,
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and we denote the space they span, which is the tensor-product spline space of iso-
geometric discrete differential k–forms, by

pXk
h “

#
pωh “

ÿ

αPIk

pωh
αdxα1

^ . . .^ dxαk
: pωh

α P SppΞ;αq, @α P Ik

+
“ spanpBkq.

Then, it is easily shown that the above spaces constitute a discrete de Rham complex
of the form

pX0

h

d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ pX1

h

d1

ÝÝÝÝÑ . . .
dn´1

ÝÝÝÝÑ pXn
h ,

which we call the B-spline complex. To deal with spaces subject to vanishing boundary
conditions, we define pXk

h,0 “ pXk
h X pXk

0 . It can again be easily shown that these spaces
constitute a discrete de Rham complex of the form

(3.1) pX0

h,0

d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ pX1

h,0

d1

ÝÝÝÝÑ . . .
dn´1

ÝÝÝÝÑ pXn
h,0 ,

The discrete spaces in the physical domain are defined using the pullback operators
defined in Section 2.3, more precisely

Xk
h :“

!
ω : ιkpωq P pXk

h

)
, Xk

h,0 :“
!
ω : ιkpωq P pXk

h,0

)

for all integers 0 ď k ď n. Using the definition of the pullback operators yields discrete
de Rham complexes in the physical domain. In order to ensure good approximation
properties we make the usual assumption from IGA that the mapping F is defined
from the first space of the diagram pX0

h, eventually using rational splines.
The meaning of the B-spline complex and the notation are more evident with

the example of the three-dimensional setting, when using the isomorphisms between
differential forms and scalar or vector proxy fields. In this case we find

pX0

h “SppΞq “ Sp1,p2,p3
pΞ1,Ξ2,Ξ3q,

pX1

h »Sp pΞ; 1q ˆ Sp pΞ; 2q ˆ Sp pΞ; 3q

“Sp1´1,p2,p3
pΞ1

1,Ξ2,Ξ3q ˆ Sp1,p2´1,p3
pΞ1,Ξ

1
2,Ξ3q ˆ Sp1,p2,p3´1pΞ1,Ξ2,Ξ

1
3q,

pX2

h »Sp pΞ; p2, 3qq ˆ Sp pΞ; p1, 3qq ˆ Sp pΞ; p1, 2qq

“Sp1,p2´1,p3´1pΞ1,Ξ
1
2,Ξ

1
3q ˆ Sp1´1,p2,p3´1pΞ1

1,Ξ2,Ξ
1
3q ˆ Sp1´1,p2´1,p3

pΞ1
1,Ξ

1
2,Ξ3q,

pX3

h »Sp pΞ; p1, 2, 3qq “ Sp1´1,p2´1,p3´1pΞ1
1,Ξ

1
2,Ξ

1
3q,

and the exterior derivatives coincide with the standard gradient, curl and divergence
operators.

For the solution of (2.7) and (2.8) it will be necessary to compute the exterior
derivative of spline differential forms. The discrete de Rham sequence guarantees
existence of a matrix representation of the exterior derivative dk, for k “ 0, . . . , n´ 1.
Following [29] we denote by Dk these rectangular matrices1. Thanks to the choice of
the basis functions they are sparse incidence matrices, with only 1 and ´1 nonzero
entries, defined on an auxiliary Cartesian mesh, also called the Greville mesh [44, 13,
24]. We remark that this auxiliary mesh does not need to be constructed in practice.
With some abuse of notation, we will also denote by Dk the matrices when restricting
the operators to subspaces Xk

h,0.

1In the three-dimensional case, they are usually denoted by G,C (or R) and D, see for instance
[6, Chapter 5].
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4. The discrete Hodge–dual complex. As already mentioned in the intro-
duction, we look for a method based on two de Rham complexes of splines. This
section deals therefore with constructing the dual sequence and contextually how to
connect the sequences to make the final system solvable.

4.1. The dual spline complex. Relying on the high continuity of splines, we
will define a dual complex without introducing a dual mesh. We will first explain the
construction in the one-dimensional case, and then extend it to arbitrary dimensions
(in principle) by tensorization. The idea of construction of a dual complex with spline
spaces appeared first in [27] and was also suggested in [13]. It was then used in [9, 37]
to define a Lagrange multiplier for mortar gluing.

4.1.1. The one-dimensional dual complex. From here on we assume that
the degree is greater than one and that the 0–forms of the primal complex are at least
C1 continuous. We start on the unit interval, where the exterior derivative amounts
to the full derivative and the maximum order non-trivial differential forms we can
define are therefore 1–forms. For the primal complex, we have the discrete spaces of
0–forms and 1–forms given by

pX0

h “ SppΞq, pX1

h “ tpωhdx : pωh P Sp´1pΞ1qu,

and the one-dimensional primal sequence

pX0

h,0

d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ pX1

h,0 ,

where the zero subscript denotes homogeneous boundary conditions as in (3.1).

In principle, functions in the primal space of discrete 1–forms pX1

h are only required

to be in the L2 space. But since we assume that functions in pX0

h are C1 continuous,

the functions in pX1
h are at least continuous. We can thus construct a new sequence

starting in which the spline space Sp´1pΞ1q is the space of 0–forms. We define

xĂX0

h “ Sp´1pΞ1q,
xĂX1

h “ tpωhdx : pωh P Sp´2pΞ2qu,

and we have the one-dimensional dual sequence

xĂX0
h

d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ
xĂX1

h ,

where now vanishing boundary conditions are not included anymore. In practice,
the definition of this dual complex is not different from the one we have already

seen in (3.1). By construction, there is a trivial isomorphism between pX1

h,0 and
xĂX0

h .
Indeed, in the unit interval their corresponding spaces of proxy fields are identical,
as they are both Sp´1pΞ1q. Moreover, due to the vanishing boundary conditions, the

algebraic dimension of the spaces pX0
h,0 and

xĂX1
h also matches making the definition

of an isomorphism in the finite dimensional setting possible. However, its optimal
explicit construction in terms of a discrete Hodge–star operator, which will occupy
Section 4.2, is not immediate. Note also that if there is a nontrivial metric on the
physical domain, i.e. on a one-dimensional manifold, the push-forward makes also the
spaces X1

h,0 and rX0
h , defined in the physical domain, different.

4.1.2. The tensor-product dual complex. The construction for dimension
n ą 1 proceeds by tensorization of the one-dimensional case. As before, we first define
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the primal space of 0–forms as pX0

h “ SppΞq, which gives the primal sequence as in
(3.1),

pX0

h,0

d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ pX1

h,0

d1

ÝÝÝÝÑ . . .
dn´2

ÝÝÝÝÑ pXn´1

h,0

dn´1

ÝÝÝÝÑ pXn
h,0 .

Assuming that the spline functions in pX0

h are C1 continuous, the functions defining
the space of n–forms are at least continuous. Hence, as in the one dimensional case,
we can use the same spline space appearing in primal n–forms to define the dual
space of 0–forms, and to start a second sequence. Therefore, with obvious notation,
we define the dual space of 0–forms as

xĂX0

h “ bn
ℓ“1Spℓ´1pΞ1

ℓq “ Sp´1pΞ1q,

from which we have the dual complex

xĂX0
h

d0

ÝÝÝÝÑ
xĂX1

h

d1

ÝÝÝÝÑ . . .
dn´2

ÝÝÝÝÑ
xĂXn´1

h

dn´1

ÝÝÝÝÑ
xĂXn

h .

The same arguments that we used in the one-dimensional case apply via tensorization:
each parametric direction for which the univariate splines in the definition pXk

h,0 have

degree p corresponds to the parametric direction for which univariate splines in
xĂXn´k

h

have degree p ´ 2, while all remaining directions are of equal degree p ´ 1. This is
easily seen again taking the vector proxy field example in three dimensions, lowering
all degrees by one and comparing the appropriate pn´ k, kq pairs. Consequently, the

space pXk
h,0 and its “dual”

xĂXn´k
h have the same dimension.

In practice, the construction of this dual complex does not differ from the one
already explained in Section 3, as we are simply defining a spline sequence of one
degree lower than the primal one, using the same knot vector. Consequently, the
explanations therein are also valid for the dual complex. In particular, we can map
discrete spaces of differential forms to the physical domain Ω, to define the spaces rXk

h

which form the dual complex in Ω. Moreover, the exterior derivative across all the
dual complex is well defined, and given by incidence matrices on another auxiliary
control mesh. To distinguish them from the operators of the primal complex, we
denote them with rDk.

Remark 4.1. All spaces in the two sequences are defined on the same mesh (given
by the knot vector), and there is no need to explicitly construct a dual mesh. This
achievement is thanks to the high continuity of the spline spaces in the primal complex,
and it is not reproducible in standard FEM approaches. It is also worth to remark
that the construction works for any degree, any regularity, and for non-uniform knot
vectors, as long as the starting space in the primal sequence is C1 continuous.

4.1.3. Pairing matrices. Following [29], we can define pairing matrices be-
tween the spaces of primal differential k–formsXk

h,0 and dual differential pn´kq–forms
rXn´k
h . Let ωk

h P Xk
h,0 and ηn´k

h P rXn´k
h be respectively represented by the vectors

of degrees of freedom ω and η. The square pairing matrices Kn´k
k and rKk

n´k, are
respectively determined by

ηJKn´k
k ω “

ż

Ω

ηn´k
h ^ ωk

h, for all ωk
h P Xk

h,0, η
n´k
h P rXn´k

h ,

ωJ rKk
n´kη “

ż

Ω

ωk
h ^ ηn´k

h , for all ωk
h P Xk

h,0, η
n´k
h P rXn´k

h ,
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and from the properties of the wedge product, a fundamental property linking them
(see [29]) immediately follows:

(4.1) rKk
n´k “ p´1qkpn´kqpKn´k

k qJ.

Moreover, because the pairing pXk
h,0,

rXn´k
h q is stable, as proved in the framework of

mortar methods in [9], all the pairing matrices are invertible.
There is an intimate connection between pairing matrices and discrete exterior

derivatives. Recall that we assume vanishing boundary conditions for all spaces of
forms in the primal sequence, then from the definition of the pairing matrices and the
incidence matrices representing the exterior derivatives, it holds

pDk´1qJ rKk
n´k “ p´1qk rKk´1

n´k`1
rDn´k,

for any k and conversely, using (4.1) it holds

prDn´kqJKn´k`1

k´1
“ p´1qn´k`1Kn´k

k Dk´1,

which both represent the discrete counterpart of the integration by parts formula in
(2.4). We remark that as such, no metric is yet involved in the above properties.

4.2. Discrete Hodge–star operators. We will hereafter introduce three dif-
ferent choices of the discrete Hodge–star operator which preserve the high order nature
of the spline based discretization. The first two are in some sense natural. They are
induced by the properties of the Hodge–star operator in Section 2.2, and adapt to
our setting the discrete Hodge operators as presented in [29]. Their main drawback is
that they are global operators. The third choice we present is instead based on local
projection operations from [39].

4.2.1. Global discrete Hodge operators. Let ωk
h P Xk

h,0, and let us denote

in general un´k
h “ ‹k

h,γω
k
h, with discrete Hodge–star operator ‹k

h,γ : Xk
h,0 Ñ rXn´k

h

yet undefined. The first discrete operator, mimicking the definition of the continuous
Hodge–star operator in (2.5), is uniquely determined by

(4.2)

ż

Ω

ηkh ^ ‹k
h,γω

k
h “

`
ηkh, ω

k
h

˘
L2

γΛ
kpΩq

, @ηk P Xk
h,0,

which in matrix form, using boldface symbols for vectors of degrees of freedom, reads

ηJ rKk
n´ku “ ηJMk

γω.

where Mk
γ is the standard mass matrix for Xk

h,0 and rKk
n´k is the pairing matrix

between Xk
h,0 and rXn´k

h , which we recall being square and invertible. Our first
discrete Hodge–star operator is hence written in matrix form as

Hk
γ “ p rKk

n´kq´1Mk
γ ,

whereas, for the definition of the second discrete Hodge–star operator, we mimic prop-
erty (2.6) from the continuous setting: the operator is this time uniquely determined
by

(4.3) pηn´k
h , ‹k

h,γω
k
hqL2

1{γ
Λn´kpΩq “ p´1qkpn´kq

ż

Ω

ηn´k
h ^ ωk

h, @ηn´k
h P rXn´k

h ,
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from which it ensues, in matrix form again,

ηJĂMn´k
1{γ u “ p´1qkpn´kqηJKn´k

k ω,

from which, in turn, we deduce its matrix representation as

Hk
γ “ p´1qkpn´kqpĂMn´k

1{γ q´1Kn´k
k ,

where, similarly to above ĂMn´k
1{γ is the mass matrix for the space rXn´k

h and Kn´k
k is

the pairing matrix.

4.2.2. A local discrete Hodge operator. The global nature of the two above
choices is somehow unfortunate since methods based on dual grids use sparse, some-
times even diagonal, Hodge operators. We propose a third version of the discrete
Hodge operator which partially mends this drawback. By glancing at the second
proposed choice for the operator, it is easy to see that

‹k
h,γω

k
h “ rΠn´k

L2 p‹k
γω

k
hq,

i.e., the discrete Hodge operator is a standard L2–projection composed with the con-
tinuous Hodge–star operator.

The idea is then to use another projector, which has approximation properties
proven to be equivalent to the L2–projection, but exhibiting a local nature. We here
use a quasi-interpolant projector for splines, which we label rΠn´k

LLM
, which enters into

the family of quasi-interpolants defined in [39]. The projector is best described as an

algorithm in three steps, which for ‹k
h,γ acts on the basis of the target space rXn´k

h as
follows:

i) For each basis function λi of the space rXn´k
h , choose Qi Ă suppλi.

ii) Project locally on Qi, more precisely on rXn´k
h |Qi

(in our case again with an

L2–projection rΠQi

L2p‹k
γω

k
h|Qi

q).
iii) Choose the coefficients of the local projection associated to λi. This will be

the coefficient in the final matrix representation of the global projection.
Steps i) and ii) entail some liberty in the choice of a specific subset of the support

of basis functions and on the choice of projection, respectively. We choose local L2–
projections in step ii) instead of point interpolation used for the examples in [39],
because it suits better the approximation of general k–forms and the definition of
the Hodge–star operator, as point evaluation is only meaningful for 0–forms. For
the choice of Qi in step i), we choose the barycentric element in the support of the
univariate B-spline for each specific parametric direction. The n-dimensional support
Qi for the local projection will then be the Cartesian product of the one-dimensional
supports, mapped to the physical domain, where the projection is finally computed
taking into account the Jacobian of the mapping of Ω (differently from [39], where
the projection is performed on the parametric domain). We try to take the smallest
possible support centered around the maximum of each target basis spline. If the
number of mesh elements in a specific direction is even, e.g. if the degree of the
splines is odd or we have repeated knots, we choose the two elements containing the
barycentric knot of the support, which tends to reduce the sparsity of the operator. A
matrix representation of the discrete Hodge–star operator is also possible in this case,
although an explicit expression is not as simple as for the previous two operators.
However, the advantage is that since the operator is local, the resulting matrix is
expected to be sparser.
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

0

0.5

1 rX1

h, p´ 2 “ 2

Qi

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

0

0.5

1
X0

h,0, p “ 4

Qi

Fig. 1. Choice of the support of integration for the local projector in the case of a discrete
Hodge–star operator ‹0

h
: X0

h,0
ÞÑ rX1

h
, from splines of degree four to splines of degree two. For

the solid red B-spline 1–form λi P rX1

h
highlighted in the left panel, Qi is the central element. Blue

dashed B-splines contribute to the matrix involved in the local L2 projection operation. Solid red
B-splines in the starting space X0

h,0
on the right panel are the basis functions that do not vanish in

Qi, and may have a nonzero contribution from λi after applying the Hodge–star operator. The rest
of the basis functions in both panels are shown dotted in black.

To better understand the sparsity of this local Hodge operator, let us consider
the one-dimensional case with the maximum allowed smoothness, and assume we
construct a Hodge–star operator ‹0

h,γ : X0
h,0 ÞÑ rX1

h , from the space of primal 0–forms
of degree p to the space of dual 1–forms of degree p ´ 2. Each basis function λi of
Sp´2pΞ2q is supported on p ´ 1 knot intervals, therefore we choose Qi as the central
knot interval if p is even, see Fig. 1, or as the union of two central knot intervals if p
is odd. Near the endpoints of the knot vector the choice has to be adapted due to the
reduced support of the basis functions. Considering that each element is contained in
the support of p ` 1 functions of X0

h,0, and p ´ 1 functions of rX1

h , in the worst case

of choosing two elements each local L2 projection requires solving a p ˆ p system of
equations, with a multi-column right-hand side of size at most p ` 2 columns. Each
system can be solved concurrently, and the resulting coefficients associated with λi
will contribute to p`2 nonzero entries in each row of the final matrix representation of
the projector. In higher dimensional cases, the accurate computation of the sparsity
is given by tensor product arguments on univariate spaces, noting that for k–forms
with 0 ă k ă n, the presence of a non-diagonal Jacobian matrix will reduce sparsity
by mixing up forms with different multi-index α (or different components of vector
proxy fields).

4.3. The discrete method. The discrete version of the continuous problem
(2.7) is given by the problem of finding ωh P Xk

h,0 such that

(4.4) p´1qk`1dn´k´1 ‹k`1

h,γ pdkωhq ` ‹k
h,βωh “ ‹k

hf,

where the discrete Hodge–star operators can follow any of the three constructions
given above. Using the matrix representation of the exterior derivatives and the
discrete Hodge–star operators, the problem can also be written in matrix form as

(4.5) p´1qk`1 rDn´k´1Hk`1

γ pDkωhq ` Hk
βωh “ Hkfh,

where we remark that the resulting system matrix is square even though the approx-
imation is not performed in Galerkin fashion, due to the dimension of the spaces of
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the dual complex. With a completely analogous procedure, we obtain the discrete
version of the eigenvalue problem (2.8).

Finally, we note that the right-hand side in (4.4) must be a discrete differential

form in rXn´k
h . Although we have written the equation applying the same kind of dis-

crete Hodge–star operator, nothing prevents us to use, for instance, an L2 projection
into rXn´k

h . Both choices provide a consistent right-hand side.

5. Error analysis of the elliptic problem. In this section we perform the
error analysis of the solution of the discrete problem (4.4). Unlike [29], for the analysis
of the problem we leverage standard variational techniques. We will see that the first
Hodge operator is in fact equivalent to a standard Galerkin discretization, while the
other two yield new methods with a reduced order of convergence. For the sake of
simplicity, in this section we will consider same starting degree in every direction, i.e.,
pℓ “ p for ℓ “ 1, . . . , n.

We first multiply (using the wedge product) the equation of the continuous prob-
lem (2.7) by a test function, and integrate on Ω, to obtain the variational formulation

(5.1) apω, ηq “ Fpηq for all η P H0Λ
kpΩq,

where, using (2.4) and (2.5), we get three equivalent expressions for the bilinear form
ap¨, ¨q, namely:

apω, ηq :“p´1qpk`1q

ż

Ω

η ^ dn´k´1 ‹k`1

γ pdkωq `

ż

Ω

η ^ ‹k
βω

“

ż

Ω

dkη ^ ‹k`1

γ pdkωq `

ż

Ω

η ^ ‹k
βω(5.2)

“
`
dkω, dkη

˘
L2

γΛ
k`1pΩq

`
´
ω, η

¯
L2

β
ΛkpΩq

,

while the linear form F is defined as

Fpηq :“

ż

Ω

η ^ ‹kf “ pf, ηqL2ΛkpΩq.

The discrete Hodge operators define analogous bilinear forms and linear forms. We
denote by ah and Fh for all of them. Since the exterior derivative is well defined for
spline spaces of the two sequences, integration by parts remains valid and they are
defined by

ahpωh, ηhq :“p´1qpk`1q

ż

Ω

ηh ^ dn´k´1 ‹k`1

h,γ pdkωhq `

ż

Ω

ηh ^ ‹k
h,βωh

“

ż

Ω

dkηh ^ ‹k`1

h,γ pdkωhq `

ż

Ω

ηh ^ ‹k
h,βωh(5.3)

Fhpηhq :“

ż

Ω

ηh ^ ‹k
hf,

and the discrete problem (4.4) is then equivalent to find ωh P Xk
h,0 such that

(5.4) ahpωh, ηhq “ Fhpηhq @ηh P Xk
h,0.

Clearly, the bilinear form ap¨, ¨q is symmetric, continuous and coercive inH0Λ
kpΩq,

and the linear form F is continuous. The analysis is then based on first Strang’s lemma
[43, Thm. 5.5.1], that we restate here for convenience.
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Lemma 5.1. Assuming that the bilinear form ahp¨, ¨q is uniformly coercive over

Xk
h,0, then there exists ωh P Xk

h,0 a unique solution to (5.4), and it holds that

}ω ´ ωh}HΛkpΩq ď C1 sup
λhPXk

h,0
zt0u

|Fpλhq ´ Fhpλhq|

}λh}HΛkpΩq

` inf
ηhPXk

h,0

«
C2}ω ´ ηh}HΛkpΩq ` C3 sup

λhPXk
h,0

zt0u

|apηh, λhq ´ ahpηh, λhq|

}λh}HΛkpΩq

ff
,

where constants C1, C2 and C3 depend on the coerciveness constant of ahp¨, ¨q, and C2

also depends on the continuity constant of ap¨, ¨q.

In all the three cases, that is, independently of the discrete Hodge–star operator,
the second term of the error can be bounded using the projectors in [11], and for
0 ď s ď p we have
(5.5)

inf
ηhPXk

h,0

}ω ´ ηh}HΛkpΩq ď Chmintp,su}ω}HsΛkpΩq, for ω P H0Λ
kpΩq XHsΛkpΩq.

Therefore, the error analysis reduces to the study of the consistency errors. From now
on, and to simplify the analysis, we will assume that there is no consistency error in
the right-hand side, i.e. Fpηhq “ Fhpηhq. This is a reasonable hypothesis, since f is
a given datum, and not a discrete function.

Remark 5.2. The correct choice of the right-hand side Fhpηhq, or equivalently of
fh ” ‹k

hf , may be relevant in some cases, for instance when the discrete function fh
must be divergence free.

The first theoretical result concerns the first Hodge-star operator, defined in (4.2).
In fact, for this operator there is no consistency error, and the total error behaves
as the interpolation error in (5.5). Therefore, as long as there is also no consistency
error in the right-hand side, the solutions obtained applying this first operator or a
standard Galerkin method are equivalent, although yielding different matrices.

Theorem 5.3. Let ω P H0Λ
kpΩq X HsΛkpΩq be the solution to (5.1). Then, the

solution ωh of the discrete problem (5.4), with the discrete Hodge–star operator defined

in (4.2), satisfies
}ω ´ ωh}HΛkpΩq ď Chmints,pu}ω}HsΛkpΩq.

Proof. Using the definition of the discrete Hodge–star operator (4.2) in (5.3), it
holds that

ahpηh, λhq “ apηh, λhq for all ηh, λh P Xk
h,0,

and the result immediately follows from first Strang’s lemma.

For the analysis of the second and third Hodge–star operators, we first write
them as the combination of the continuous Hodge–star operator with a projection
onto rXn´k

h , which we can denote in general by rΠn´k, resulting in

(5.6) ‹k
h,β ωh “ rΠn´kp‹k

βωhq,

and analogously for ‹k`1

h,γ . Both operators have the approximation properties stated

in the following lemma, which we present without proof. For the L2-projection the
result is due to the approximation properties of B-splines, while for the local operator
it comes from the fact that this is nevertheless based on local L2 projections, possibly
with a weight due to the presence of the transformation to the physical domain.
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Lemma 5.4. Let rΠn´k denote either rΠn´k
L2 , the L2-projection onto rXn´k

h , or the

local projection rΠn´k
LLM

defined in Section 4.2.2. Then, for any η P HsΛn´kpΩq with

0 ď s ď p it holds that

}η ´ rΠn´kpηq}L2Λn´kpΩq À hmints,p´1u}η}HsΛn´kpΩq.

Note that the order of the approximation is reduced with respect to (5.5), because we
are projecting onto spaces of a spline sequence of one degree less. Before analyzing
the error, we shall prove that the bilinear forms defined by these discrete Hodge–star
operators are coercive.

Lemma 5.5. There exists h0 ą 0 such that, for h ă h0,

ahpηh, ηhq Á }ηh}HΛkpΩq for all ηh P Xk
h,0.

Proof. Using first the definition of ahp¨, ¨q and expression (5.6) of the discrete
Hodge–star operators, property (2.6) and the fact that ‹k

β ˝ ‹n´k
1{β “ p´1qkpn´kq (and

similarly for ‹k`1
γ ), we have

ahpηh, ηhq “

ż

Ω

dkηh ^ rΠn´k´1p‹k`1

γ pdkηhqq `

ż

Ω

ηh ^ rΠn´kp‹k
βηhq

“
´

‹k`1

γ dkηh, rΠn´k´1p‹k`1

γ pdkηhqq
¯
L2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq

`
´

‹k
βηh,

rΠn´kp‹k
βηhq

¯
L2

1{β
Λn´kpΩq

“
´
φh, rΠn´k´1pφhqq

¯
L2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq

`
´
ψh, rΠn´kpψhq

¯
L2

1{β
Λn´kpΩq

,

where we have introduced φh :“ ‹k`1
γ pdkηhq P rXn´k´1

h and ψh :“ ‹k
βηh P rXn´k

h , to
simplify notation. By adding and subtracting equal terms, applying Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, and finally by virtue of the approximation result of Lemma 5.4, which
can be used due to all the spline spaces involved in the definition Xk

h,0 being at least
continuous, it ensues

ahpηh, ηhq ě pφh, φhqL2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq ´

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ
´
φh, φh ´ rΠn´k´1φhq

¯
L2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ

` pψh, ψhqL2

1{β
Λn´kpΩq ´

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ
´
ψh, ψh ´ rΠn´kψh

¯
L2

1{β
Λn´kpΩq

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ

Á }φh}2L2Λn´k´1pΩq ´ }φh}L2Λn´k´1pΩq}φh ´ rΠn´k´1φh}L2Λn´k´1pΩq

` }ψh}2L2Λn´kpΩq ´ }ψh}L2Λn´kpΩq}ψh ´ rΠn´kψh}L2Λn´kpΩq

Á }φh}2L2Λn´k´1pΩq ` }ψh}2L2Λn´kpΩq

´ Ch
`
}φh}L2Λn´k´1pΩq}φh}HΛn´k´1pΩq ` }ψh}L2Λn´kpΩq}ψh}HΛn´kpΩq

˘
,

where we have also used the equivalence of the standard L2 norm with the weighted
norms, due to the assumptions on the material properties γ and β. Coerciveness then
holds, for h sufficiently small, by recalling the definitions of φh and ψh, the definition
of the norm HΛkpΩq, and by the continuity of the Hodge–star operators and their
inverse, using again the assumptions on the material properties.

Theorem 5.6. Let ω P H0Λ
kpΩq X HsΛkpΩq be the solution to (5.1), and let

ωh the solution of the discrete problem (5.4), with the discrete Hodge–star operators
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defined in (4.3) or in Section 4.2.2. Then, there exists h0 ą 0 such that, for h ă h0,

it holds that

}ω ´ ωh}HΛkpΩq À hmints,p´1u}ω}HsΛkpΩq,

Proof. The coerciveness of the bilinear form ah was proved in Lemma 5.5, for
h sufficiently small. The result is then a consequence of Strang’s lemma, where we
have to analyze the consistency error. As in the proof of Lemma 5.5, let us introduce
φh :“ ‹k`1

γ pdkηhq and ψh :“ ‹k
βηh to simplify notation. Using first the definition of

the bilinear forms ap¨, ¨q and ahp¨, ¨q in (5.2) and (5.3), the definition of the discrete
Hodge–star operators as the composition of a projector and the continuous Hodge–star
operator as in (5.6), and subsequently using the property of the continuous Hodge–star
operator in (2.6) (neglecting the signs, as we take absolute values), we get

|apηh, λhq ´ ahpηh, λhq| “

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ż

Ω

dkλh ^
´
φh ´ rΠk`1pφhq

¯
`

ż

Ω

λh ^
´
ψh ´ rΠkpψhq

¯ˇ̌
ˇ̌

“

ˇ̌
ˇ̌p‹k`1

γ dkλh, φh ´ rΠk`1pφhqqL2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq `

´
‹k
βλh, ψh ´ rΠkpψhq

¯
L2

β
Λn´kpΩq

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ .

Then, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain

|apηh, λhq ´ ahpηh, λhq| À} ‹k`1

γ dkλh}L2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq }φh ´ rΠk`1pφhq}L2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq

`} ‹k
β λh}L2

1{β
Λn´kpΩq }ψh ´ rΠkpψhq}L2

1{β
Λn´kpΩq.

Recalling the definition of φh and ψh, the approximation properties of the projection
in Lemma 5.4 plus the continuity of the Hodge–star operators yield

|apηh, λhq ´ ahpηh, λhq| À hmints,p´1u} ‹k`1

γ dkλh}L2

1{γ
Λn´k´1pΩq }φh}HsΛn´k´1pΩq

` hmints,p´1u} ‹k
β λh}L2

1{β
Λn´kpΩq }ψh}HsΛn´kpΩq

À hmints,p´1up}dkλh}L2
γΛ

k`1pΩq}pdkηhq}HsΛk`1pΩq ` }λh}L2

β
ΛkpΩq}ηh}HsΛkpΩqq,

and the estimate follows from the definition of the norms, the assumptions on the
material properties γ and β given in Section 2, and from using (5.5) for the other
term in Strang’s lemma.

Remark 5.7. For the second and third Hodge–star operators we have only been
able to prove coerciveness under the condition of a sufficiently fine mesh. However,
all the numerical tests we have conducted so far to estimate the coerciveness constant
strongly suggest the bilinear form to be uniformly coercive.

6. Numerical results. In the following the analysis from the previous section
is numerically tested on selected elliptic problems, furthermore the important case
of eigenvalue approximation is studied numerically to consolidate the more general
structure preserving aim of the proposed method. Time dependent problems will be
studied in a subsequent companion contribution, for which the present study provides
a necessary foundation.

6.1. Elliptic boundary value problem. As a first test we show how the var-
ious approaches to construct a discrete Hodge operator work for a problem in which
only one Hodge–star operator, namely ‹1

γ , is needed. The discretization of the static
problem (2.7) with k “ 0 fits the requirements, since taking γ “ 1 and β “ 0 gives
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Fig. 2. Reparametrization of the unit square via the map in (6.1) with a “ 0.3 and the one-
eighth ring geometry Ω “ r1, 2sˆr0, π{4s in polar coordinates pr, ϕq, used for both the boundary value
and eigenvalue test problem studied.

us the standard Poisson problem. As a convergence test we choose the domain to be
the usual unit square Ω “ pΩ :“ p0, 1qn, but in the more interesting case in which the
interior of the physical domain has been displaced by means of the map

(6.1) xi “ ui `
a

2
Πn

j“1 sinp2πpuj ´ 1{2qq, for i P t1, 2, . . . , nu,

inspired by [33], where ui are the parametric coordinates while xi are the physical
ones on the mapped domain. The parameter a, with 0 ă a ă 1, regulates the peak
deformation in the mesh with respect to a Cartesian–orthogonal one, and we set
a “ 0.3. The effect of the above is to obtain a nontrivial map of pΩ to itself, shown
in Fig. 2. In this way, we can evaluate how faithfully a non-polynomial perturbation
of the metric is approximated by the Hodge–star operator on a test for which a well-
known closed form solution is still easily computable. For starting polynomial degrees
p “ 3, 4, 5 in the primal sequence and various continuities we show performance
of the standard Galerkin IGA, as implemented in [48], and discrete Hodge–star ‹1

h

obtained either by the global operator (4.2) (labeled 1st in the plots), by the global
L2–projection onto the target space (4.3) (labeled 2nd in the plots), or by the quasi-
interpolant based on local projections discussed in Section 4 (labeled 3rd). We show
convergence rates in the HΛ0pΩq norm (or equivalently, the usual H1 norm) in Fig. 3
where asymptotic rates confirm the theoretical results of Section 5. Specifically, the
first global operator converges as fast as the standard IGA Galerkin approach, as
expected from the result in Theorem 5.3. The standard Galerkin IGA approach can
be shown in fact to be algebraically derivable from the first approach, even though
they are not computationally equivalent. The convergence rate of the second operator
and of the local operator usually have one order of convergence less and confirm the
analysis in Theorem 5.6.

Another interesting case in which a high order geometric method is desired is
the case in which material parameters involved in the constitutive equations are not
piecewise constants but instead smooth functions, This setting, in which we instead
use the parametric domain Ω “ pΩ, is particularly relevant in the wave propagation
simulations, for instance in designing non reflective boundary conditions via perfectly
matched layers [18]. We choose as an example the material parameter

(6.2) γ “ 1 ` e
px´1{2q2`py´1{2q2

202 ,

and perform a new convergence test by means of a manufactured solution on the unit
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Fig. 3. Elliptic source problem for the parametric domain, with the nontrivial map of (6.1): a
comparison of the error in the HΛ0pΩq norm (or H1 norm) for the three choices of discrete Hodge
operators.

square with homogeneous boundary conditions. This second test differs from the first
one since the material parameter acts as a weight in the projection but is not involved
in the pullbacks of differential forms, differently from manipulating the geometry of
the domain. To compute the integrals we use the same quadrature rules as in the
previous test, which are Gauss-Legendre rules with pp ` 1q2 quadrature points per
element. The convergence results in Fig. 4 confirm that we maintain the convergence
rates of the previous case, in which we only manipulated the geometry, without adding
more quadrature points.

The condition number of the resulting system matrices for the test problem is
studied in Fig. 5, left panel, for the practically very relevant case of splines of degree
p “ 3 and maximum smoothness for the X0 space. When dealing with a square and
invertible matrix A, the condition number κpAq is defined in terms of the 2-norm of
A as follows:

κpAq “ }A}2}A´1}2.

In our examples κ is computed for the matrix discretising the composition of exterior
derivatives (pre– and post–) with the ‹1

h operator, that is, the matrix on the left-hand
side of (4.5) with β “ 0. The new approach in general yields the same asymptotic
growth in condition number under mesh refinement as standard IGA, albeit degraded
by a constant factor. Furthermore, we remark that the system matrices in (4.5) are
not in general symmetric and require an appropriate solving strategy (e.g. GMRES).
While this can be fixed for the two global operators by multiplying by the matrix
rKk

n´k (which is equivalent to multiply by a test function, as we did for the analysis
in Section 5), the problem remains for the local operator based on quasi-interpolants.
This is an important issue when one aims to use the new machinery to evolve hyper-
bolic systems of equations in time, and it begs for further theoretical study.

The sparsity achieved in the final system matrix is also studied in Fig. 5 on
the right panel, where we plot the number of nonzeros again for degree p “ 3 and
maximum continuity of the spline spaces. We see that the local projector yields sparser
system matrices than the global operators, as expected, and even sparser than the
standard IGA approach by a factor which is not dependent on h.
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Fig. 4. Static problem in the case of the parametric domain, with the smooth perturbation of
the material parameter γ introduced in (6.2): a comparison of the error in the HΛ0pΩq norm (or
H1 norm) for various polynomial degrees for the three choices of discrete Hodge operators.
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Fig. 5. Elliptic source problem for the parametric domain, with the nontrivial map of (6.1): a
comparison of condition number and sparsity degrade for the case of h refinement for p “ 3 and C2

splines in the first space of the primal sequence.

6.2. Second order eigenvalue problem. In the case of the eigenvalue prob-
lem (2.8) we are particularly interested in Maxwell eigenvalue problem, for which we
set k “ 1 and the material parameters γ “ β “ 1. The most important property
we want to investigate in the proposed approach is its spectral accuracy. This test is
fundamental in a twofold sense: firstly, the absence of numerical spurious eigenfunc-
tions in the kernel of the exterior derivative operators is a key feature of structure
preserving methods, secondly the optimal 2p convergence rate in eigenvalue errors is
sought to confirm that the approach is indeed a high-order one.

The first property is easily proved for the first global discrete Hodge–star opera-
tor proposed through its algebraic equivalence with a standard Galerkin formulation.
Furthermore it is also reasonably expected to hold for the second kind of Hodge–star
operator, being it equivalent to an L2 projection, combining insight from [11] on the
existence of projectors commuting with the De-Rham sequence operators and results
in [9] about the stable L2 pairing of univariate spline spaces of degree pp, p´ 2q. The
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Fig. 6. Spectral fidelity: comparison of the computed eigenvalues for the second and third
discrete Hodge operators with reference eigenvalues for one eighth of a ring, and for a deformation
of the unit cube.

fact that spectral correctness is observed in the case of the third proposed operator
is instead considerably less trivial and deserves further attention, since the proposed
local projector does not commute with differential operators in the sequence. A full
proof of this statement goes beyond the scope of the present article. Nevertheless, we
show that this property is numerically corroborated in Fig. 6 both in two dimensions
for the case of the domain one eighth of a ring and in three dimensions for the usual
unit cube, albeit with the nontrivial map already used for the square in the problem of
Section 6.1, with the same value of a “ 0.3. In the first case the reference eigenvalues
are computed by a Galerkin method in a very fine mesh, while in the second case the
exact eigenvalues are known. The convergence rate in eigenvalue errors, computed for
the second eigenvalue in the case of the eighth of a ring cavity and for the twentieth ei-
genvalue in the case of the cube and shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively, are again
the optimal ones for the approach which is algebraically equivalent to the standard
Galerkin IGA one. The other two suggested projectors instead lose orders of conver-
gence upon h´refinement. Since we perform L2 projections into spaces of splines with
mixed degree between p´ 1 and p´ 2 the 2nd operator actually exhibits the expected
convergence rate deriving from Theorem 5.6, i.e. h2pp´1q. The local operator instead
loses more (and the behaviour gets more evident for increasing polynomial degrees) as
a result of the combination of loss of symmetry of the system matrix and the filtering
of tails of some basis functions in the local projection operator. The high order nature
of the method is still preserved, yet future work is needed for optimising the presented
approach for eigenvalue solvers.

7. Conclusions and future work. We have introduced a new kind of geometric
method based on spline spaces satisfying a de Rham complex. Thanks to the high
continuity of splines, the dual complex is defined with a simple change of degree, and
without explicitly constructing a dual mesh. Since B-splines are defined by tensor-
product, the method works in arbitrary dimension, and the exterior derivative is
always given by incidence matrices of a Cartesian mesh, also for curved domains. The
method must be completed with discrete Hodge–star operators that link the primal
and the dual complex, and we have introduced three different operators: the first
two are global, while the third one is local and gives a reduced sparsity pattern. We
have analyzed the discretization error and the order of the method applied to an
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Fig. 7. Eigenvalue problem: convergence in the second eigenvalue error for the various choices
of projectors for the eighth ring in two dimensions. The case of starting degree p “ 3 both with C2

and C1 continuous spline spaces.
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Fig. 8. Eigenvalue problem: convergence in the twentieth eigenvalue error for the various
choices of projectors for the unit cube in three dimensions. The case of starting degrees p “ 4, p “ 5
with maximum continuity of spline spaces.

elliptic problem, for the three different operators, following a variational approach.
We proved that using the first operator our method is equivalent to the standard
Galerkin method used in IGA, for which the same order of convergence is attained,
while for the other two operators the expected order of convergence is reduced by one,
due to the reduced degree of the splines in the dual complex.

In a forthcoming paper we will analyze the method for the solution of the time
domain Maxwell’s equations. So far, the method is restricted to the case of a single
patch, i.e., the domain is the image of the parametric domain through a given param-
eterization. Our goal is to extend it to geometries formed by multiple patches, the
difficulty being that the regularity across patches is the same as for standard finite
elements, and therefore the dual complex cannot be simply constructed by reducing
the degree. The same issue arises when the domain is formed by multiple materials,
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and we expect that the necessary modifications will be the same for both cases.
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